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SECTION 14 20 00 

 

ELECTRIC TRACTION ELEVATORS 

 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions, apply to this 

Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Provide all engineering, equipment, and labor required to satisfactorily complete design, fabrication, 

installation and testing of: 

 

1. Three (3)  machine-room-less gearless elevator(s) 

B. Provide all required staging, protection, hoisting and equipment necessary for installation.  

C. Permits:  Obtain and pay for all local construction permits, commissioning inspections, and the first 

year’s operating permits. 

D.  All allowances for cab finishes, entrance upgrades and fixtures specified herein or section 2.1. 

1.3 DEFINITIONS  

A. Definitions in ASME A17.1/CSA B44 apply to this section of work.   

 

1.4 APPLICABLE CODES, STANDARDS, AND PUBLICATIONS  

A. Latest version of ASME A17.1/CSA B44 and ASME A17.2/CSA B44 adopted by the Authority Having 

Jurisdiction, and any local Elevator Code. 

B. Life Safety Code, NFPA 101, and CCR Title 19. 

C. Georgia Building Code. 

D. NFPA 101 

E. National Electric Code 

F. Specifications and references in this Section do not supplant any code requirements governing the design, 

fabrication, installation or operation of the equipment. 

G. In case of any conflict in applicable codes, regulations or standards, the more stringent requirement shall 

take precedent. 

H. The elevator supplier shall be licensed and governed by local and governmental authorities. 
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1.5 APPROVAL AND CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS  

A. Product Data:  Include product data for safety features, operating system descriptions, sequence of 

operations, and equipment lists.  

B. Shop Drawings: 

 

1. Provide electronic copies of shop drawings showing scaled hoistway, machine room, entrances, 

cabs and fixture plans, elevations, sections and details.  Include details in 2D CADD format.  

Include reactions, heat emissions, and location of operating devices on layouts. 

2. Power Confirmation Sheets:  Include hp (kw), code letter, accelerating current, full-load running 

current, demand factor and regenerative loads for applicable motors and power conversion units. 

C. Finish Samples: 

 

1. Unless stipulated elsewhere in the General and Supplementary Conditions, include the following: 

 

a. Minimum of six (6) 4 inch square [25cm2] samples of exposed material, including metal 

finishes, cab interior panels and sill finishes. 

 

2. Samples shall be labeled with project name and description of sample.   

 

D. Materials 

 

1. Steel:  Low carbon, cold rolled to stretcher leveled standard flatness per ASTM A366 for sheet, 

ASTM A36 for structural. 

2. Stainless Steel:  Type 441 with No. 4 brushed directional finish on exposed surfaces per ASTM 

A167, as specified and indicated on the architectural drawings.  Grain of belting in direction of 

longest dimension or as indicated on the Architect’s drawings. 

3. Bronze: 60/40 muntz metal. 

4. Aluminum:  Extrusions per ASTM B221; sheet and plate per ASTM B209. 

5. Paint:  All exposed metal work furnished under this section, except as otherwise noted, shall be 

cleaned of oil, grease, scale and other foreign matter and factory painted 1 shop coat of 

Manufacturer’s standard rust-resistant primer.  After erection, provide one finish coat of industrial 

enamel paint.  Galvanized metal exposed inside of the hoistway or in the machine room need not be 

painted (except as noted).  Field paint and touch up any ferrous metal that is exposed or welded 

during construction or installation. 

6. Prime Finish:  Clean all surfaces receiving a baked enamel finish of oil, grease, scale, etc.  Apply 

one coat of rust-resistant powder coat paint via electrostatic process. 

7. Baked Enamel:  Prime per “E” above.  Apply and bake additional coat of powder coat enamel in 

the solid color and finish as selected by the Engineer.   

 

E. Architectural Metal Finishes: as per architect’s drawings and specifications, or in their absence, as per 

below. 

 

a. Type 1: Satin stainless #4 long grain. 

b. Type 2: Satin bronze (60/40 muntz metal) #4 long grain finish with lacquer sealant. 

c. Type 3: Mirror stainless steel #8 mirror finish ASTM A240 type 302 

d. Type 4: Mirror bronze (60/40 muntz metal) #8 mirror finish with lacquer sealant 
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F. Closeout Submittals: 

 

1. Operations and Maintenance Data:  Include operations, lubrication schedules and recommended 

lubricants, maintenance routines, and parts manuals in both hard copy and electronic version.   

 

a. Include straight-line, indexed, wiring diagrams of installed elevator circuits. 

b. Include any special diagnostic tools required for maintenance. 

 

2. Final Acceptance Certificates and Operating Certificates for each elevator signed by the 

Authorities Having Jurisdiction acknowledging that elevators are accepted for normal unrestricted 

use.   

3. Warranty:  Provide written warranty stating that the materials and workmanship of the elevator 

apparatus installed shall comply in every respect with these specifications and any defects not due 

to ordinary wear and tear, or improper use or care which may develop within one year from date 

of final acceptance. 

4. Keys:  Five sets of properly tagged keys to operate all keyed switches shall be furnished upon final 

acceptance.   

5. Continuing Maintenance Proposal:  Submit a continuing maintenance proposal based on the 

specifications included.    

1.6 QUALTY ASSURANCE  

A. All work shall be performed in accordance with regulations specified in 1.4. 

B. Approved Manufacturers: Fujitec America Elevator, KONE, Otis Elevator Company, Schindler Elevator 

Corporation, ThyssenKrupp Elevator. 

 

1. Supplier shall be capable of providing maintenance service, including adequate local parts 

inventory located within 30 miles [50km] of the installation. 

2. Supplier shall be capable of providing 24-hour-a-day emergency service and respond to trouble 

calls within 1-1/2 to 2 hours. 

3. Supplier shall employ competent personnel, licensed as required, and experienced in elevator 

maintenance. 

1.7 MAINTENANCE 

A. Interim Maintenance: Provide full protective maintenance on elevators that are completed and accepted 

by the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) that are put in service for use during the construction of the 

building.  Maintenance services shall be provided as specified in section 143250 and include any code 

required tests or inspections that come due during Interim Use. 

 

1. Quote prices on a per unit per month basis for all units. 

2. Upon completion of Interim Maintenance perform a complete clean-down of the hoistway, car-

top, car and hoistway door equipment and machine room to restore the elevator to “like new” 

condition. 

3. Others are responsible for the installation and removal of temporary cab and entrance frame 

protection. 

B. Included with New Equipment Contract, Warranty Maintenance: 
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1. Provide preventive maintenance and 24-hour emergency callback service for one year 

commencing on date of final acceptance by Owner. Systematically examine, adjust, clean, and 

lubricate all equipment. Repair or replace defective parts using parts produced by the Contractor 

of installed equipment. Maintain elevator machinery space, hoistway, and pit in clean condition.  

Submit quote based upon terms and conditions of Section 143250. 

 

C. Preventive Maintenance: 

 

1. Quote monthly cost for five year Preventive Maintenance Agreement commencing upon 

completion of warranty maintenance. Submit quote based upon terms and conditions of the 

Preventive Maintenance Agreement, Section 143250; base quotation on present labor and material 

cost. Price adjustment will be made at Agreement commencement date and thereafter as provided 

in Agreement. 

 

D. Use competent personnel, acceptable to the Purchaser, employed and supervised by Contractor. 

1.8 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

1. Deliver, store, and handle materials, components, and equipment in manufacturer's protective packaging.  

2. Store materials, components, and equipment off of ground, under cover, and in a dry location. 

3. Handle material to prevent damage to edges, surfaces and finishes.  Damaged material shall be replaced 

by elevator manufacturer prior to installation.  

1.9 COORDINATION 

A. Coordinate installation of elevator equipment including items that are embedded in concrete. Furnish 

templates, sleeves, and installation instructions and deliver to Project site in time for installation. 

B. Coordinate locations and dimensions of other work relating to electrical service and outlets, lights, 

security interface cabinets, switches and communication lines to machine rooms. 

 

1.10 PERFORMANCE 

A. Speed:  ±3% under any loading condition or travel direction. 

B. Capacity:  Safely lower, stop and hold up to 125% of the rated load 

C. Isolation:  All equipment (including hoist machines, deflector sheaves, power conversion units and 

support equipment) shall be mechanically isolated from the structure and electrically isolated from the 

building power supply and each other to prevent noise and vibration being transmitted to occupied area 

of the building. 

D. Ride Quality: horizontal and vertical acceleration shall not exceed the following when measured using 

the A95 scale, in the 1-10Hz range, from within the car during flight and door operation: 

 

1. Gearless Passenger Elevators:  20 mg peak-to-peak horizontal; 20 mg peak-to-peak vertical 
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2. Ride quality measurements shall be performed with an accelerometer manufactured by Physical 

Measurement Technologies (PMT) that has been tested and calibrated within one (1) year of the 

testing date.   

E. Acceleration and deceleration shall be constant and shall be at least 3.3ft/sec² [1.0 m/s2] and not exceed 

4.6ft/sec² [1.4 m/s2] on the gearless elevators with an initial ramp between 0.5 and 0.75 second.   

F. Sustained jerk shall be a minimum of 5.0ft/sec³ [1.5 m/s3] and not exceed 6.0ft/sec³ [1.8 m/s3] (3.2ft/sec³ 

and 4.0ft/sec³. 

G. Measured noise levels relating to elevator equipment and its operation shall not exceed the following: 

 

1. In car, door opening or closing: 64 dBA. 

2. In operating car at rated speed: 60 dBA. 

3. In stationary car, fan on highest speed, door closed: 65 dBA 

4. In machine room, one elevator operating: 80 dBA 

5. At elevator landing, one elevator operating: 65 dBA 

 

Notes: measurements with cab fan off, unless noted; 50 dBA maximum ambient. 

H. Stopping Accuracy:  ±1/4” [6mm] under any car loading condition. 

I. Door Times:  The door opening time shall be measured from the instant the doors start to open until they 

are in the fully open position. 

J. Floor-to-Floor Time:  Floor-to-floor time shall be measured from the instant the doors start to close at 

one floor until the car is level and stopped at the next floor.  Doors shall not be more than 3/4 open (1/2 

open on Service Elevators) before the car is level and stopped.  These performance times shall be 

obtainable with dependable, consistent operation without undue wear or stress on the equipment and 

without excessive maintenance.  The elevator shall provide a comfortable ride with smooth acceleration, 

retardation and a soft stop.   

 

1. The door opening times, door closing times and time to travel from floor to floor under any 

loading condition shall not exceed the following: 

ELEVATOR(S) 
DOOR 

OPENING 

TIME 

DOOR 

CLOSING 

TIME* 

FLOOR  

HEIGHT 

FLOOR 

TO 

FLOOR 

PE 1 -2 1.6 s 2.4 s 10’ 9” Typ . 9.0 s 

P/S 3 2.5 s 4.4 s 10’ 9” Typ . 11.7 s 
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PART 2 – PRODUCTS 

2.1 SUMMARY – TRACTION ELEVATORS 

A. Passenger Elevators: 

 

1. Quantity: Three (3)   

 

2. Nomenclature:  PE1 & 2, P/S 3 

 

3. Type:  Single Deck Passenger  

 

4. Capacity:  PE 1 & 2: 3,000  3,500 Pounds 

       P/S 3: 4,500 Pounds 

 

5. Speed: 350 FPM 

 

6. Travel: As Shown 

 

7. Operation:  Group Automatic 

 

a. Special Features: 

 

i. Security System Interface  

 

8. Machine:  Machine-room-less Gearless, ACV3F PMSM  

 

9. Stops: 19 

 

10. Floors Served:  P5 – P1 , 1 - 14 

 

11. Roping:  2:1 

 

12. Control:  ACV³F with Regenerative Operation. 

 

13. Power Supply: 480 V, 3 Phase, 60 Hertz 

 

14. Car: PE 1 & 2 

 

a. Platform: 7' 0" wide x  5' 5"6’ 1” deep x 8' 0" 10’ 0” high (to car canopy) 

b. load Class: A  

c. Interior: 6' 8" wide x 4' 9" 5’ 5”deep x 7' 5" 9’ 5” high (nominal) 

d. Cab Enclosure: Type 1 

e. Architectural Metal Finish: Finish:  Type 1  

f. Sills:  Aluminum  

g. Flooring:  Type 1 by others - allow 5/8“ Depth and 200# 

 

15. Car: P/S 3 

 

a. Platform: 6' 0" wide x  8' 7-3/4" deep x 8' 0" 10’ 0” high (to car canopy) 

b. Load Class: A  
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c. Interior: 5' 8" wide x 7' 9-1/2" deep x 7' 5" 9’ 5” high (nominal) 

d. Cab Enclosure: Type 1 

e. Architectural Metal Finish: Finish:  Type 1  

f. Sills:  Aluminum  

g. Flooring:  Type 1 by others - allow 5/8“ Depth and 300# 

 

16. Passenger Entrances: PE 1 & 2 

 

a. Type:  Center Opening 

b. Size:  3’ 6” wide x  7’ 0” 8’ 0” high 

c. Finish/Construction: 

   

i. Main Lobby: architectural metal type 1 doors and frames,  construction type 1 

ii. Typical Landings:  Powder Coated Enamel doors and frames,  construction type 1 

 

d. Braille Plates: Type 1 

e. Sills:  Aluminum  

f. Sill Support: Type 1. 

 

17. Passenger Entrances: P/S 3 

 

a. Type:  Two-Speed, Side Opening 

b. Size:  4’ 0” wide x  7’ 0” 8’ 0” high 

c. Finish/Construction: 

   

i. Main Lobby: architectural metal type 1 doors and frames,  construction type 1 

ii. Typical Landings:  Powder Coated Enamel doors and frames,  construction type 1 

 

d. Braille Plates: Type 1 

e. Sills:  Aluminum  

f. Sill Support: Type 1. 

 

18. Signal Fixtures  

 

a. Car Operating Panel:  Provide one type  2 (swing) operating panel 

b. Car Position Indicator: Provide a type 1 position indicator in each car operating panel. 

c. Traditional 2-Button Dispatch Fixtures 

 

i. Hall Push Button Stations:  Provide two (2) per floor for normal dispatching 

ii. Car Traveling Lanterns.  Type 1 

iii. Hall Position Indicator: Provide 2” high Dot Matrix or LED Digital Position Indicator(s) 

at Main Lobby Typical landing.  Locate HPI in separate faceplate.  

  

19. Life Safety: 

 

a. Phase I & II Firefighters Operation 

b. FSAE Operation: P/S 3 

c. Cab emergency lighting: Type 2. 

d. Voice Communication: Type 1 

e. Cab Video: CCTV pinhole for camera, provide RG6-U coaxial trail cables, dedicated single-

phase AC outlet on car-top and interface box. 
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f. Standby Power. 

g. Fire Command Panel 

h. Elevator Information Management System 

 

20. Door Operation: Type 2  

 

21. Door Protection: Infrared proximity detectors; variable timing and nudging  

 

22. Safeties: FGC Type B, car only  

 

23. Guides: 

  

a. Car:  Roller type   

b. Counterweight:  Roller type   

 

24. Buffers: Oil return  

 

25. Compensation: Encapsulated Chain 

 

26. Auxiliary Operations: 

 

a. False Call Canceling (interfaced with security system) 

b. Load Weighing Bypass 

c. Independent Service 

 

2.2 OPERATION 

A. Operational Control:  Systems specified hereafter shall be provided for each elevator/group per section 

2.1. 

 

1. Group Automatic: 

 

a. Provide each passenger elevator group with a microprocessor-based group dispatch, car 

control and motor control system per the equipment summaries with the following 

minimum features hereafter described. 

b. System shall be adaptive and continually calculate the estimated time of arrival for each 

car to each prospective car and hall call before they are registered.  The system shall 

operate to meet changing traffic conditions on the basis of demand, but dispatch from the 

bottom terminal landing may be used when traffic is predominantly in the up direction.  

As traffic demands vary, the supervisory system shall automatically and continually scan 

the status, direction, and location of each call, location and travel direction of each car, 

assign the “best” car to the call and provide for any changes in the method of dispatching 

to provide the most-effective means of handling the building traffic conditions.  System 

shall include means to scan for coincidental or contiguous car and hall calls, to sense long 

wait hall calls and preferentially serve them, accomplish direction reversal without 

closing and reopening doors, and minimize the group average system-response times.  

Only one car shall respond to a registered hall call. 

c. Heavy-Up Traffic:  An available car at the lower dispatch terminal shall be selected and 

its up signal illuminated.  Doors shall remain open an adjustable time for loading.  As the 

doors begin to close on this selected car, its up signal shall be extinguished and the signal 
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of the next car illuminated.  A car that becomes almost fully loaded shall be dispatched in 

advance of its normal loading time.  Dispatching interval may be measured from the 

departure of the previous car.  Cars shall not be dispatched unless demand for service 

exists.  Cars shall respond to up calls on the up trip and automatically stop and reverse at 

the floors corresponding to the highest car call or down hall call registered.  Cars shall 

stop for down hall calls when returning to the terminal, except that provision shall be 

made to express a car to the lower dispatch terminal if no car is available there for a 

predetermined time. 

d. Heavy-Down Traffic:  Cars arriving at the lower dispatch terminal shall illuminate their 

up signal and remain at the terminal for only the same length of time as described for 

intermediate floors.  Cars shall be dispatched from the terminal without regard to 

sequence and without interval between cars.  Once started from the terminal, cars shall 

respond to car calls and up hall calls, reverse at assigned high call and return to the lower 

dispatching terminal, stopping for car calls and down hall calls on the downward trip.  

Spacing of cars to equalize service shall be accomplished by continually scanning and 

updating the system. 

e. Two-Way Traffic-Balanced or fluctuating Heavier in Either Direction:  Elevators shall 

respond on demand during balanced traffic.  Cars may be spaced by a priority system 

relating to various types of demand, which may develop.  Dispatching of cars shall take 

place from landings where they become available without the necessity of traveling to the 

terminal.  Parked cars shall be capable of responding to assigned calls in either direction 

of travel.  Assignment of calls and dispatching of cars to meet demands for service shall 

be done in a manner, which provides equitable service to all floors and minimizes 

system-response times. 

f. Intermittent or Light Traffic:  Dispatching shall be arranged so that any car or cars may 

be used when traffic demands are light.  Cars shall park at random or at their last stop 

when no demand exists. Parked cars shall have their doors closed and be available to 

respond to calls. As traffic develops during an intermittent period, elevators shall operate 

and be dispatched on demand.  Only one car shall respond to any particular call.  During 

light traffic, it shall not be necessary for cars to travel to terminals for spacing or 

dispatching. 

g. Auxiliary Dispatching:  A backup dispatch system shall be provided should the car 

selection or dispatching system fail.  The cars shall leave the dispatching terminals 

without regard to sequence or regular intervals and proceed to answer registered calls in 

normal sequence and manner (not if firefighter’s return features have been activated). 

  

2. Additional Features of All Controls: 

 

a. Provide all necessary handicap and life safety functions including: 

 

1. Accessibility Operations in compliance with local accessibility codes. 

2. Emergency Recall Return to Main and Alternate Landing per local code 

requirements. 

 

b. Energy Savings Feature: de-energize cab lighting and fan when elevator is unoccupied, 

stationary at floor level with doors closed and inactive for a adjustable period, initially set 

at fifteen (15) minutes or longer. 

c. Anti-Nuisance Feature:  The control system shall evaluate the number of people on the 

car and compare that value to the number of car calls registered. If the number of car calls 

exceeds the number of people by a field programmable value, the car calls shall be 

canceled after the first call has been answered. 
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d. Load Weighing: Provide under platform mounted micro switches or strain gages or 

crosshead-mounted strain gages for weighing the passenger load in each elevator when 

they are in automatic operation.  Design the control system to provide dispatching in 

advance of normal intervals and to provide landing call bypass when the car is filled to 

approximately 50% of full-capacity load.  Settings shall be individually adjustable from 

50-70% of full load. 

e. Stopping Accuracy: An automatic two-way stopping and leveling device shall be 

provided, designed to govern the stopping accuracy of the car to within ±1/4” above or 

below the landing sill.  This operation shall be effective to avoid overtravel, as well as 

undertravel, of the car and maintain the stopping accuracy regardless of the load in the 

car, direction of travel, rope slippage or stretch. 

f. Remote Monitoring:  Each individual car and group controller shall be capable of 

connecting to a handheld diagnostic tool, as well as reporting to the remote Elevator 

Monitoring System and the manufacturer’s remote facility as desired.  Reporting 

capability shall include system performance, car status, faults, and historical information.  

System shall interface with Elevator Monitoring System to display real time and 

historical information.    

g. Independent Service:  Provide controls for operation of each elevator from car buttons 

only.  Under this operation door closing shall be initiated by activating the desired 

destination floor button or the door close button. 

B. Special Features, provide as scheduled in section 2.1: 

a. Security System Interface 

1. Where car and/or hall button security interface is scheduled in section 2.1, for traditional 2-

button control systems, provide an interface box in the machine room, all required traveling 

cables and car fixture provisions for a proximity type card reader system.  Interface box will 

include labeled terminal strips and necessary relays for interface with the security system. 

2. Provide Elevator Management System as scheduled, provide with capability to prevent 

registration of car and/or hall calls to any selected floor when in normal operation. 

3. All Security Systems shall be arranged so that firefighters’ operation controls shall override 

floor security blockouts 

C. Door Operation:  Doors shall open automatically when the car arrives at a floor to permit the transfer of 

passengers.  Doors shall dwell open for an adjustable period of time before closing.  Equip the car doors 

with pre-opening circuits so that the doors are capable of initiating door open as the elevator is level at 

the landing. 

D. Motor Control:  The closed-loop, digital type, ACV3F motor feedback control system shall be suitable 

for the operation specified.  The microprocessor-based motor control system shall continually calculate, 

or compare, the ideal speed curve based upon a minimum acceleration/deceleration value of 3.3ft/sec² 

(overhead gearless) and incorporate a digital signal feedback reference pattern and a digital car position 

count so that the ideal-speed curve is exactly duplicated regardless of the car load, machine room 

temperature, or hoist rope stretch.  The system shall be capable of providing smooth, comfortable 

acceleration, retardation and dynamic braking and limiting the difference in speed full load and no load 

to not more than ±3% of the contract speed. 
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E. Emergency Features: 

 

1. Emergency Recall (Phase I) and Firefighters’ Service (Phase II):  Equip all elevators with control 

system to recall (Phase I) the cars during a fire or other emergency condition, and Firefighters’ 

features and functions to operate per code (Phase II).  Provide terminals on the controller for 

connection of signal from sensors provided in other sections of the work. Operation shall be 

similar on all elevators and visual/audible signal shall operate until return is complete or automatic 

operation restored.  Provide the designated main and alternate return level sequencing per the 

Local Fire Authority Requirements. 

2. Emergency Cab Lighting, Ventilation and Emergency Alarm Unit:  Rechargeable nickel cadmium, 

lead acid, or gel-cell type battery to provide a minimum of four (4) hours of operation in 

emergency situations.  Mount the emergency alarm bell on each car top.    Locate an emergency 

lighting test button in the car service panel.  A main line power failure or pressing the test button 

shall illuminate the emergency lighting.   

 

a. Type 1: Locate a separate lighting unit with two fixtures in the main car operating 

panel. 

b. Type 2: Provide a battery pack with trickle-charger to illuminate two of the normal cab 

lighting fixtures for emergency lighting.   

 

3. When scheduled in section 2.1, provide Standby Power Transfer as follows. In the event of normal 

power failure, adequate standby power shall be supplied through normal feeders to sequentially 

lower one car in each group simultaneously to its main landing, plus additional power to run one 

car, per group, at rated speed.  Provide controls to automatically start and run the cars nonstop to 

the designated terminal, one car at a time.  Selection controls shall also be provided in the Fire 

Command Center panel to select any alternate group elevator to run continually.   

4. When scheduled in section 2.1 for MRL elevators, provide a standby power battery lowering 

device which, upon loss of normal power provides controls to automatically run the car(s) at 

inspection speed to the nearest landing, up or down, depending upon load in the car. Upon arrival 

at the nearest landing, the elevator doors shall open automatically and remain open until regular 

door time has expired. The elevator shall then become deactivated. The standby power source 

shall be provided via 12-volt D.C. battery units installed with the car controls, including solid-state 

charger, inverter, fail safe controls, and testing means mounted in a common metal container. 

Battery to be rechargeable lead acid or nickel cadmium with a ten-year life expectancy. 

5. When scheduled in section 2.1, provide Car-to-Lobby Switches as follows.  Provide a key switch 

in the Fire Command Center panel and functionality in the Elevator Monitoring System and 

Lobby Panel to return each car to its main lobby floor.  Activating the key switch or function shall 

cause the car to return to the lobby floor while bypassing hall calls. 

2.3 MACHINE ROOM EQUIPMENT 

A. Arrange equipment in machine rooms, or for MRL elevators in the Controller Rooms on the locations 

shown on the drawings.  Provide identifying numbers on machine, power-conversion unit, controller, and 

main line and auxiliary disconnect switch(s). 

B. Power Conversion and Regulation Units:  Provide solid-state, alternating current variable voltage, 

variable frequency (ACV³F) I.G.B.T. converter/inverter drives.  The units shall be designed to limit 

current, suppress noise and prevent transient voltage feedback into the building power supply.  Provide 

internal heat sink cooling fans for the power drive portion of the converter panels.  Isolate unit from the 

building structure to minimize noise and vibration transmission.  Provide each unit with line filters and 

noise filter networks, as required, to conform to IEEE standards 519-1992 for line harmonics and 
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switching mode.  The Elevator Contractor shall be responsible for all required corrections to suppress 

solid-state converter noises (audible and vibratory), radio frequency interference in unit, or eliminate 

regenerative voltage transients induced into main line feeders or the standby power generator.  When 

scheduled in section 2.1, drives shall be regenerative and utilize dynamic braking during an overhauling 

condition.  Supplement direct-current power for the operation of the hoist machine brake, door operator, 

dispatch logic processors, and signal fixtures, etc., shall be supplied from separate, static power supplies.  

C. Encoder:  The encoders shall be a direct drive, solid-state, digital type.  

D. Controller: Cabinet type with hinged doors and adequate ventilation fans to dissipate heat.  Mount 

cabinet to comply with code required working clearances.  Wiring shall be to terminals with permanent 

labeling.  Labeling shall match wiring diagrams.  Provide the proper ampere rating marked adjacent to all 

fuse holders.  Each controller shall be equipped with plug compatible diagnostic ports, system 

monitoring ports, and remote LCD drivers and plugs.  Provide controllers with modem and data card for 

the remote monitoring connections. The elevator drives may be incorporated into the respective 

individual car controllers.  

E. Security Interface Cabinet:  When scheduled in section 2.1, provide machine room interface cabinets 

with cross connects for all elevators equipped with security control.   

F. Governor:  Centrifugal type, car or counterweight driven, with pull-through jaws.  Provide two bi-

directional electrical shutdown switches and any overhead supports required, which are additional to 

building structure. 

G. Signage:  Provide appropriate safety and code required signage and labeling. 

 

2.4 HOISTWAY EQUIPMENT 

A. Machine-room-less (MRL) Elevators: 

 

1. P.M.S.M. gearless traction type motor with brake, drive sheave and deflector sheave mounted in 

proper alignment in manufacturer’s standard isolated mounting assembly.  Machine shall have 

sealed ball or roller bearings and meet testing requirements without external cooling 

appurtenances.   

2. The brakes shall be a spring applied electric brake; held open by an electro-magnet actuated by a 

digital brake controller and designed to work as an integral part of the motor controller to provide 

smooth positive stops.  The Brake shall be designed to automatically apply in the event of 

interruption of power supply from any cause.  Operation and control of the brake shall digital. The 

setting and lifting of the brake shall be software based and all electronic. Provide dual, 

independently operated disc or drum brakes to meet the “up-fall” protection requirements.  

3. Isolate the machine or and the deflector sheave from the building structure in order to minimize 

noise vibration transmission into occupied area of the building. 

4. Provide a direct drive, digital, closed-loop velocity encoder on hoist machine. 

5. The machine-room-less hoist machines shall be mounted on machine supports in hoistway or be 

self-supporting, located completely within the confines of each elevator hoistway.  Provide all 

required machine and governor support beams and brackets. 

6. Encoder:  The encoders shall be a direct drive, solid-state, digital type.  

7. Arrange machine, governor and their supports for permanent safe access for inspection, 

maintenance and repair. 
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B. Guide Rails: Steel T-Section suitable for travel, car and counterweights, seismic accelerations and 

support locations at structural floors.  Provide double bracketing, intermediate counterweight tie brackets, 

and hoistway inserts, if necessary, to meet Code requirements and the specified ride qualities.  

C. Buffers:  Oil type with any blocking and supports necessary for proper function. 

D. Sheaves:  Machined grooves with ball or roller bearings.  Provide mounting means to machine beams, 

machine bedplate, car and counterweight structural members, etc.  Provide drip pans under 2:1, overhead, 

and defector sheaves, rope guards on drive, compensation, 2:1 and all secondary sheaves.  Provide car 

top and counterweight 2:1 sheaves with removable top metal dust covers and guards.   

E. Governor:  Centrifugal type, car or counterweight driven, with pull-through jaws.  Provide two bi-

directional electrical shutdown switches and any supports required, which are additional to building 

structure. 

F. Governor Pit-Tensioning Sheaves:  The sheaves shall be mounted to pit support members or the rails and 

provided with guides or pivot points to enable free vertical movement. 

G. Chain Compensation:  Encapsulated chain with pit tensioning guides on elevator speeds of 700fpm or 

less and travel greater than 100’ [30m]; Provide pit-mounted anti-sway device to modulate the catenary 

expansion of the compensating chain at high speeds and maintain quiet operation.  Provide under-car 

mounted safety pull-out switches.  Provide a spring actuated microswitch, or similar device, arranged in 

the pit to shut-down the elevator in the event the compensation chain stretch brings it to within +/- 2” of 

the pit floor, or the chain rises above a safe operating level. Pad hoistway/pit areas where compensation 

may strike car or hoistway.   

H. Counterweight:  Channel construction, steel channel frame with metal filler weights, and two sub weight 

retainer rods that pass through all sub weights and the counterweight crosshead.  Provide guides as 

follows: 

 

1. Manufacturer’s Standard: pre-engineered elevators; 

2. Roller Type: ELSCO roller guides in accordance with ELSCO Guide Selector, or approved OEM 

roller guide of equivalent features and performance; 

3. Freight Application:  

 

a. Contract Speed less than 100 FPM: Solid shoes with removable inserts; 

b. Contract Speed greater than or equal to 100 FPM:  

 

i. ELSCO Model C, or approved equal; 

ii. Capacity > 5,000 # - Adjustable stops. 

I. Counterweight Safety:  Per Code.  Provide on all elevators with occupied spaces below their pits. 

J. Counterweight Guard:  Metal guard around counterweight, per code, when compensation is not provided, 

or counterweight arrangement necessitates guarding. 

K. Hoist and Governor Ropes: Steel hoist ropes of size and number to ensure proper wear qualities and 

minimize oscillation/bounce of elevator at bottom terminal landing.  Wedge shackles designed for use 

with steel ropes shall be used.  Governor rope to suit governor manufacturer’s specification.  Fasten 
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ropes with adjustable spring shackles.  Machine-room-less (MRL) gearless elevators maybe provided 

with traction steel hoist ropes or flat suspension media incorporating embedded steel hoist ropes.   

L. Normal and Final Terminal Stopping Devices:  Per Code.   

M. Electrical Wiring:  Solid or stranded copper throughout with individual wires coded and all connections 

on identified studs or terminal blocks.  Use no splices or similar connections in wiring except at terminal 

blocks, control cabinets, or junction boxes.  Provide 10% spare conductors throughout.  Flexible conduit 

shall not be used on flat portions of the car top. 

N. Conduit & Duct:  Conduit size shall be ½” minimum.  Flexible conduit on flat portions of the car top 

shall not be used.  Flexible heavy-duty service cord, Type SO, may be used between fixed car wiring and 

car door protection light matrix junction boxes. All duct work shall be painted or galvanized steel and 

duct.   

O. Traveling Cables shall be provided with flame and moisture-resistant outer cover.  Mount cables to 

prevent rubbing or chafing against hoistway or car items with a continuous vertical strip of wire cloth 

between the cables and hoistway items.  Traveling cables exceeding 100’ in length shall be supported 

with steel internal messenger wires.   

 

1. Provide each set of traveling cables with 10% spare conductors.  For elevators with in car card 

readers include 20AWG 6 twisted pair.  For all elevators include RG6U 2 pair (CCTV camera) 

and dedicated single-phase VAC circuit run through 14AWG conductors in traveling cable. 

P. Entrance Equipment, Horizontally Opening Doors: 

 

1. Door Hangers:  Provide polyurethane roller sheaves with up-thrust adjustments, two point 

suspension hangers and tracks for each horizontal sliding door; no metal-to-metal contact 

permitted. 

2. Door Tracks:  Drawn steel shapes, smooth surface and shaped to conform to the hanger sheaves.  

Tracks shall be removable for replacement. 

3. Interlocks:  Type operable without retiring cam.  Provide fire-resistant wiring, NEC, Type SF-2 or 

equivalent. 

4. Closers:  Spring, spirator, or weighted type attached to the entrance struts (door mounted weights 

not acceptable). 

5. Relating Cables:  Provide between door panels, include stainless steel aircraft cord, swaged 

fasteners, sheaves and adjustment clips. 

Q. Floor Numbers:  Provide painted 4” high fire floor numbers within the hoistway on back of hoistway 

door panels. 

2.5 PASSENGER HOISTWAY ENTRANCES 

A. Summary:  Provide complete entrances with the clear dimensions, finishes and allowances indicated in 

equipment summaries in section 2.1 bearing 1 ½ hour UL fire labels. 

 

1. For designated emergency car, provide “Star of Life” designation plates at height of 78"-84" 

above finished floor on both side jambs at all floors. 

2. For FSA Elevators, provide FSAE Symbol not less than 3” at height of 78"-84" above finished 

floor on both side jambs at all FSAE lobbies. 
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B. Frames:  No. 14 U.S. gauge steel construction per equipment summaries in section 2.1. Apply sound 

deadening mastic to the interior side and head jambs. 

 

1. Type 1: Bolted construction with ¼” projection at head jamb. 

2. Type 2: Welded construction with ¼” projection at head jamb. 

3. Type 3: Flush welded head jamb.  Painted frames shall have no visible miter joint. Architectural 

metal frames shall have a miter joint following the architectural drawings, or in the absence of 

such detail, shall have vertical graining. 

4. Type 4: construction per type 3 with flush transom size per architectural drawings. 

C. Braille Plates:  All passenger elevators: Main egress landing plate shall include a “Star” designation.  

Mount braille plates centered on jamb at 60” above finish floor. Provide per section 2.1 schedule: 

 

1. Type 1: Manufacturer’s standard metal applied plate with adhesive mounting.  Black plate with 

white or stainless steel type finish for raised numeral 

2. Type 2: Flush rear-mounted cast plates shall be Vision Mark J07 in brushed zinc or approved 

equal.   

3. Type 3: Destination-dispatch car designation plates, finish to match Type 1 or Type 2 plates 

above, as applicable.  Mount directly below braille floor identifier plate. 

D. Door Panels:  No. 16 U.S. gauge steel with 2 removable, fire type gibs per panel.  Doors with heights 

greater than 7’-0” shall be constructed with interlocking stiffening ribs.  Providing all door panels with 

top and bottom fire safety retainer clips that mesh with the entrance jambs when in the closed position.  

Provide access drop-key hole at all landings (except terminal landings with keyed hoistway access) with 

a matching ferrule for architectural metal finish doors, and black plastic ferrule for paint grade doors.  

Center-parting doors shall have an interlocking male/female rubber astragal full height of door panel.   

Construct sight guards of same material and finish to match door panels. 

E. Sill:  Extruded or formed as scheduled in section in 2.1.   

F. Sill Supports as scheduled in section 2.1: 

 

1. Type 1, Groutless style:  U.S. 12 gauge bent or formed galvanized steel sill support channel full 

width of hoistway.  Support and fasten to building structure at floor slab at minimum of 3 points 

within clear opening with ½” wedge anchors or equivalent weldment.  Provide U.S.10 gauge 

[3mm] galvanized steel vertical support channels for continuous support of sills and headers.  

Fasten vertical channels to building structure at floors slabs with ½ wedge anchors or equivalent 

weldment.  Securely support bottom landing vertical channels on pit floor or with steel angle 

support as described in paragraph b. below. Provide a U.S. 20 [0.9mm] gauge galvanized steel 

grout stop plate full width of opening beneath leading edge of sill support channel. 

2. Type 2, Steel Angle Sill Support: 4” x 3/8” x 3/8” [100mm x 10mm x 10mm] (single speed) or 5” 

x 3/8” x 3/8” [125mm x 10mm x 10mm] (two speed) steel angle full width of hoistway fastened to 

building structure 12” 300mm] O.C. with ½” [13mm] wedge anchors or equivalent weldment. 

3. Type 3, Concrete haunch: 2 ½” [65mm] deep by minimum 5” [125mm] length depression full 

width of hoistway to accept sill, by others.  Use adjustable knee brackets or jack-bolts to level sill.   

G. Fascia, Toe Guards, and Hanger Covers:  No. 14 U.S. gauge [2mm] furniture steel with Manufacturer’s 

standard enamel finish. 

H. Struts and Headers:  Provide for necessary support of entrances and related material.  Provide door open 

rubber bumpers on each entrance support strut. 
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I. Provide interlocks on single blind hoistway (express run) access doors when and as needed. 

J. Hoistway Access: Rear mounted key switches in entrance jambs at top terminal landings and at bottom 

terminal landings when there is no walk-in pit.  

2.6 CAR EQUIPMENT   

A. Car Frame:  Welded or bolted steel channel construction.  

B. Car Safety Device:  Type B, flexible guide clamp type. 

C. Platform:  Isolated type, structural elements constructed entirely of steel, securely welded together; 

surface faced with two layers of 5/8” marine grade plywood.  Classification loading as scheduled. Recess 

platform to receive finished floor per scheduled thickness.   

D. Guide Shoes:  

 

1. Manufacturer’s Standard: Pre-engineered elevators 

 

2. Roller Type:  

 

a. 500fpm or below - Provide guides with (3) 6” diameter rollers; 

b. > 500fpm   to <1000 fpm  - Provide guides with (3) rollers with adjustable stops,  maximum 

roller speed 350 rpm; 

c. >= 1000 fpm to 1400fpm - Provide guides with (6) 10  diameter rollers and adjustable stops; 

 

3. Active Roller Type: 

 

a. Bottom car guides with (3) 10” [250mm] diameter rollers actively guided to dampen lateral 

car movement using an accelerometer or gyroscope type device. 

b.  Top car guides with (6) 10” [250mm] diameter rollers and adjustable stops. 

E. Floor Covering:  

  

1. Type 1, Passenger Elevators: Allow for inset Stone set with thinset mortar, on marine plywood 

base underlayment.  Flooring provided by others. 

2. Type 2, Service/Freight Elevators: Per equipment schedule in 2.1 provided by elevator contractor.  

Install with flush, counter-sunk screws in pieces that can be individually removed from within the 

cab.  Orient seams perpendicular to threshold. 

F. Car Sill-Passenger and Service Elevators:  Narrow type as specified set at a height to be flush with the 

finished car flooring.  Finish as scheduled in 2.1. 

G. Toe Guard:  Per Code. 

H. Car Door Hangers and Tracks:  Conform to specification on hoistway entrance hangers and tracks.  

Equip doors with polyurethane-tired hanger hollers. 

I. Header:  Constructed of thick steel shaped with stiffening flanges, securely mounted and braced to the 

car top. 
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J. Car Door Clutches:  Provide heavy-duty clutches, vanes, linkage arms, drive blocks and pickup rollers or 

cams to provide positive, smooth, quiet door operations capable of pre-door opening.  The clutches shall 

be designed with movable vanes to permit the car doors to be closed while the hoistway doors remain 

open at the floor for maintenance purposes.  Provide car doors with restrictors per code. 

K. Car Door Electrical Contact:  Electrical contact to operate in conjunction with the car doors so that lift 

cannot operate unless doors are closed or within tolerance allowed by Code. 

L. Door Operator:  Arrange operator so the car doors can be opened by hand from inside the car in case of 

power failure, if it is within the hoistway door unlocking zone.   

 

1. Type 1 – Manufacturer’s standard application for pre-engineered elevator.   

2. Type 2 – High performance, high-speed, heavy-duty, ACV³F closed loop, door operator capable of 

opening doors at no less than 2.5fps and accomplishing reversal in no more than 2.5” of door 

movement.   

M. Door Reopening and Control Devices: 

 

1. Car Door Reversal Device:  A solid-state electronically operated infrared door reversal, proximity 

device shall be installed on the car doors.  The device shall contain specially designed electronic 

components enclosed in an insulated chassis.  The device will create a criss-cross matrix of 

invisible, infrared, light beams, minimum 32 beams, which shall scan the car doorway and shall 

detect, through the breaking of any light beam, any opaque object that may be placed in its path.  

Provide service lifts with “3-D” type units to respond to entering cart traffic. 

2. After a car stop is made, the door shall remain open for a predetermined interval before closing.  

If, while the door is closing, the matrix of invisible light beams is interrupted by a passenger or an 

object entering or leaving the car, the door shall stop and reopen, after which the door shall again 

start to close. 

3. Door Open Timing Feature:  Timing feature shall operate in conjunction with door light ray matrix 

to provide adjustable, reduced, hold-open time once rays are broken and reestablished.  In the 

event rays are broken beyond an adjustable time, a buzzer shall sound and doors try to close at 

reduced speed. 

4. Variable Timing Feature:  Provide separately adjustable timers, to enable varying the time that the 

hoistway doors remain open after stopping in response to a car call or a landing call.  The dwell 

time for a car call stop shall be adjustable between one and five seconds and the timing for a 

landing call stop shall be adjustable between three and eight seconds.  If a stop is made in response 

to both a landing call and a car call, the timing of the landing call shall predominate.  In the event 

that the light beam is interrupted while the doors are opening or after the doors are fully open, the 

time that the doors remain open after the light beam has been reestablished shall be reduced to an 

adjustable time between two and one second, depending upon whether a landing call or a car call 

predominated.  This time shall also be a minimum time that the doors remain open if the door 

protection beams are interrupted and reestablished before the door is fully open. 

5. Nudging Action:  In the event, a door protection light beam is continually obstructed, or the door 

hold open button is continually activated, for a predetermined time interval (20 seconds) after 

automatic door closing has been initiated, a buzzer shall sound and the doors shall be closed at a 

gentle, reduced speed.  Timers shall be individually adjustable. 

N. Car Top Control Station:  Provide stations per Code. 

O. Emergency Exits:  Provide car top emergency access exits and contacts per Code. 
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P. Work Light and Duplex Plug Receptacle:  Provide on the top of the car.  Provide lights with an on/off 

switch and wire or plastic bulb guards. 

Q. Provide KO box and opening behind card readers in car operating panel and car top camera. 

2.7 CAR ENCLOSURES 

A. Type 1 – Manufacturer’s standard passenger car enclosure shall be manufactured by an Approved 

Company and shall have the following features: 

 

1. Shell:  Reinforced U.S. 16 gauge [1.6mm] furniture steel side and rear walls with baked enamel 

interior finish and side exits (if required).  Maximum panel width of 30”. Shell base shall contain 

ventilation cutouts in the side and rear walls.  Apply sound-deadening to car exterior.  

2. Top:  Reinforced U.S. 12 gauge [2.5mm] furniture steel with hinged exit and baked enamel finish. 

3. Front Return Panels and Integral Entrance Columns:  Provide per architectural metal finish 

scheduled in section 2.1 in manufacturer’s standard arrangement. 

4. Transom:  U. S. 16 gauge [1.5mm] per architectural metal finish scheduled in section 2.1. 

5. Car Door Panels:  Same construction as hoistway door panels, interior finish shall be per 

architectural metal finish scheduled in section 2.1. 

6. Interior Wall Panels: Manufacturer’s standard selection of interior wall panel finishes in laminates 

and/or anodized metal finish. 

7. Lighting and suspended ceiling:  Manufacturer’s standard suspended ceiling with high-efficiency 

LED lighting.  Provide a minimum of 5 foot-candles of illumination at the car sill with doors 

closed.  The sum of the lumens divided by the sum of the watts shall not be less than 35 lumens 

per watt. 

8. Ventilation:  Car top mounted exhaust blower to provide 1.5x air exchanges at high speed.  The 

fan shall not consume more than 0.33 watts/cfm at maximum speed. The blower shall exhaust the 

cab air into the hoistway. 

9. Pads: Three section removable, full-height quilted, fire-retardant protection pads for each elevator 

to cover walls and front returns with cutouts for access to car control station and service cabinet. 

The pads shall extend from the car canopy to 1” [25mm] above the floor.  

10. CCTV Security Cameras:  Provisions for CCTV security cameras (provided by security 

contractor) concealed in the elevator dropped ceilings.  Provide shielded wire pairs or coaxial 

cables from each CCTV camera run to the elevator machine room junction boxes. 

 

B. Type 2 - Custom passenger enclosure:  Elevator car enclosure shall be manufactured by an Approved 

Company.  The interior side and rear wall finishes, the cab ceiling, lighting and cab pads are by others.  

The steel cab shells and related appurtenances (fan, emergency lighting, doors, headers, sound 

deadening)  are not included in the allowances and shall have the following features: 

 

1. Shell:  Reinforced U.S. 14 gauge furniture steel side and rear walls with baked enamel interior 

finish and side exits (if required).  Shell base shall contain concealed ventilation cutouts in the side 

and rear walls.  Apply sound-deadening to car exterior.  

2. Top:  Reinforced U.S. 12 gauge furniture steel with hinged exit and baked enamel finish. 

3. Front Return Panels and Integral Entrance Columns:  Provide per architectural metal finish 

scheduled in section 2.1.  The entire units are to swing on concealed hinges or pivots for access to 

integral car station wiring and fixtures.  Secure in closed position with concealed 3-point latch.  

Provide cabinets with flush doors for service controls and cutouts for pushbuttons, etc. 

4. Transom:  U. S. 14 gauge satin stainless steel finish. 
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5. Car Door Panels:  Same construction as hoistway door panels, interior finish shall be per 

architectural metal finish scheduled in section 2.1. 

6. Interior Wall Panels:  As detailed on the architectural drawings installed using removable panel 

clips systems. 

7. Lighting: Standard LED with painted frame. 

8. Ventilation:  Car top mounted, 3-speed Morrison Products, Model OE, exhaust blower or equal, 

with a diffuser and exhaust and intake port screens.  Mount blower on sound isolation pads.  The 

fan shall provide 1.5 air changes per minute at high speed and shall not consume more than 0.33 

watts/cfm at maximum speed. The blower shall exhaust the cab air into the hoistway. 

9. CCTV Security Cameras:  Provisions for CCTV security cameras (provided by security 

contractor) concealed in the elevator dropped ceilings.  Provide shielded wire pairs or coaxial 

cables from each CCTV camera run to the elevator machine room junction boxes. 

C. Type 3 - Service elevator car enclosure shall be provided by the Elevator Contractor and manufactured 

by an Approved Company. Provide the following features: 

 

1. Shell: Reinforced U.S. 14 gauge Rigidized 5WL or approved equal satin steel side and rear walls 

no more than 20” wide with light-proof joints. The base shall contain ventilation cutouts with 

covers mounted in the side and rear walls. Apply sound-deadening to car exterior. 

2. Top: Reinforced U.S. 12 gauge furniture steel with hinged exit and white baked enamel interior 

finish.  Provide 14 gauge CRS protective covers for light fixtures on cab canopy. 

3. Front Return Panels: U.S. 14 gauge Rigidized 5WL or approved equal satin stainless steel 

stationary return panel with cutout for the operating panel.   

4. U. S. 14 gauge satin stainless entrance columns.   

5. Transom: U.S. 14 gauge Rigidized 5WL or approved equal satin stainless steel finish. 

6. Car Door Panels: Same construction as hoistway door panels, satin stainless steel rigidized 5WL 

or approved equal finish. 

7. Ventilation: Car top mounted, three-speed exhaust blower, Morrison Products, Model OE or 

equal, with a diffuser, exhaust and intake port protective screens and a stainless steel grille 

mounted in the cab canopy. The fan shall provide 1.5 air changes per minute at high speed and 

shall not consume more than 0.33 watts/cfm at maximum speed. The blower shall exhaust the cab 

air into the hoistway. 

8. Lighting: Multiple, 2-tube, LED tube lighting, recess-mounted fixtures with a white-back 

reflector, a hinged stainless steel wire mesh lockable access cover with a translucent diffuser all 

flush mounted in the cab canopy.  Provide a minimum of 5 foot-candles of illumination at the car 

sill with doors closed. The sum of the lumens divided by the sum of the watts shall not be less than 

35 lumens per watt. 

9. Bumpers & Handrails: Mount two lines of 4” x 3/8” rails on side and rear walls at a height of 12” 

and 36” above the cab floor.  Rails shall be through bolted with 1 ½” standoffs on 18” centers to 

back of cab wall. 

10. Flooring: Aluminum checkered flooring mounted to the platform with mastic and recessed, 

stainless steel fasteners to form a level surface.  Install in multiple sections to be removable from 

within the cab shell. 

11. Pads: Three section removable, full-height quilted, fire-retardant protection pads for each elevator 

to cover walls and front returns with cutouts for access to car control station and service cabinet. 

The pads shall extend from the car canopy to 1” above the floor. Stainless steel hanger buttons 

shall be installed around the full cab perimeter within a minimum clearance from the ceiling. 

12. CCTV Security Cameras: Cut-outs and mounting brackets for CCTV security cameras (camera 

and protective housing provided by security contractor) located in the rear corner of the cab 

diagonally opposite of the door opening, or as otherwise directed.  Provide 14 AWG power wiring 
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and shielded wire pairs or coaxial cables from each CCTV camera run to the elevator machine 

room junction boxes. 

2.8 SIGNAL FIXTURES 

 

A. Car Control Stations: 

 

1. Type 1 – Applied Faceplate:  Provide a car operating panel in US 14 gauge metal to match 

architectural metal finish scheduled in section 2.1.  Mount in enclosed back-box with tamper 

proof, matching screws.  

2. Type 2 – Swing return panel: Provide car control stations without faceplate with US 14 gauge or 

equivalent composite CRS/architectural metal to match architectural metal finish scheduled in 

section 2.1, consisting of a metal box containing the operating fixtures, and a lockable service 

panel mounted in the car front return panels.  Swing entire panel on substantial concealed hinges.  

Panel shall not sag in the open position and shall have a positive stop to prevent it from contacting 

the adjacent cab wall or handrail.  Provide a concealed 3-point locking mechanism. 

3. The front return swing panels or applied faceplates shall be engraved and filled with the 

identifying number of each elevator and its capacity in lbs. and number of permitted persons.  The 

floor call buttons, alarm button, door open button, and emergency stop switch shall be suitably 

identified by permanently applied, tactile symbols and markers per the approved shop drawings.  

All devices shall be mounted per ADA guidelines.  Engrave and fill CERTIFICATE OF 

INSPECTION ON FILE IN THE BUILDING OFFICE and NO SMOKING at the top of the 

return panels or faceplates in each car.  The operating panel shall contain the following controls 

and buttons: 

 

a. Traditional 2-button dispatch: Car floor buttons with numbers corresponding to the floors 

served for registration of car calls.  Normally distinguished white call registered lights, 

located within or behind the buttons, shall illuminate the floor number corresponding to the 

call registered.   

b. Identify exposed floor buttons, door open and close buttons, alarm and emergency 

communication buttons with braille plates.  Braille plates for passenger elevators shall be set 

in cutouts flush to return or flush mounted cast metal plates in brushed zinc or approved 

equal.   

c. An illuminating alarm button shall be provided at the bottom of each car station to ring a bell 

located in the hoistway near the main lobby and on top of the car. 

d. Provide an illuminating hands-free communication call button.  Actuating the 

communication call button shall activate the Fire Command Center panel intercom distress 

signal.  The call button light shall flash for 10-20 seconds once the intercom call is answered 

(latching feature canceled). 

e. A door open button, which shall stop the closing motion of the doors and return them 

automatically to their fully open position.  This button shall be effective while the car is at a 

landing and until the car starts into motion, regardless of any special operational features 

(except firefighters’ service). 

f. Security card reader provisions (reader provided by others). 

g. Fire Phone Jack where required by AHJ. 

h. Provide an emergency stop switch as required by AHJ. 

i. A service panel with a heavy-duty, vandal-resistant, hinged, lockable, door matching the 

front return panel finishes or faceplates shall be mounted below the main car operating 

station.  The service panel shall contain the following controls with each control and its 

operating positions identified by engraved and black filled letters: 
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i. A keyed on/off switch as required by the AHJ. 

ii. An inspection service switch for disconnecting all automatic operation, limiting the car 

speed, and making the appropriate hoistway access switch operable, when the car is at the 

top or bottom terminal, conforming to the ASME A17.1 Code. 

iii. A car light on and off switch. 

iv. An emergency car lighting “test” button to activate the car emergency lights. 

v. A 3-position (off, low,, high speeds) car exhaust blower switch. 

vi. An independent service key switch.  

vii. A convenience electrical duplex outlet. 

 

4. Include voice synthesizer in car to announce arrival floor, direction of travel, and next destination 

floor. 

B. Traditional 2-button dispatch hall pushbuttons:  Provide the elevator groups with pushbutton risers as 

specified in equipment summaries 2.1, flush mounted with faceplates matching architectural metal finish 

scheduled in section 2.1.  Each fixture shall include pushbuttons for each direction of travel, which 

illuminate in white to indicate call registration 

C. Car Position Indicators:  where faceplates are used, provide matching cover-plates with tamperproof 

screws. 

 

1. Type 1: Manufacturer’s Standard Dot-Matrix or LED type, 2” [50mm] display. 

2. Type 2: Color LCD or TFT programmable type, 4” [100mm] display 

3. Type 3: C.E. Electronics Elite PI or E-Motive Multimedia LCD S2, 10.4” [265mm] display.  

 

D. Car Directional Lanterns:  Provide direction signals illuminating white for up and red for down mounted 

in each car entrance jamb.  Signal shall illuminate indicating direction of travel and chime sound (once 

for up direction, twice for down direction).  

 

1. Type 1:  Provide manufacturer’s car direction lanterns with faceplate to match architectural metal 

finish specified in section 2.1, mount with tamperproof screws.   

2. Type 2:  Provide as specified for type 1 with flush vandal-proof lens design. 

 

2.9 Hoistway Access Devices  

A. Hoistway Access Switches:  Mount without faceplates in door jamb at all top floors and bottom floors 

where walk-in pits are not provided.   

2.10 SIGNAGE  

A. Provide all Code required signage related to the elevators including “In case of fire…” lettering etched 

on hall push button station faceplates, Phase I & II instructions, machine room and pit entry door 

signage, and machine room, hoistway and pit safety signs.  Provide aluminum or cast “Star of Life” 

designations on entrance jambs as required. 

2.11 ELEVATOR MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

A. Provide two separate levels of Elevator Monitoring Systems.  Provide user level system in engineer’s 

room, and elevator contractor level system in each group machine room. 
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B. Engineering Room:  Provide a microprocessor-based, interactive lift monitoring and control system that 

will permit lift data acquisition and limited lift interface controls.  Systems will include communication 

to/from each respective engineer’s elevators regardless of whether the elevator has a dedicated group 

machine room system.   

 

1. Systems shall include a tabular display of each elevator’s status, performance, features, and the 

ability to generate and print traffic analysis reports and historical event information.  Historical 

events will include record of failures, activation of key functions, etc. 

 

a. System to include waiting passenger times at each floor, position and direction indicators for 

each elevator. 

 

2. Systems shall be capable of limited elevator interface control.  Include individual car and group 

lobby recall functions, elevator on-off function, car call and hall call lock off features, independent 

service feature, and high wind feature.   

3. System shall display all respective groups on one screen.   

4. Include the ability to program or change messages displayed on Lobby touch pads and car display 

screens. 

5. Provide computer with sufficient size, speed and memory for specified functions, with wireless 

connection to color monitor, keyboard, and mouse.  Include a Microsoft Windows 7 or higher 

operating system.  Include sufficient hard disk storage space for specified functions, and disk 

drives for external storage.       

C. Elevator Machine Rooms:  Provide similar Elevator Monitoring Systems as specified for engineer’s room 

in each 3 car+ group control machine rooms with the additional to make adjustments to elevator 

performance parameters.  Access to system shall be password protected. 

2.12 FIRE COMMAND PANEL 

A. When scheduled in section 2.1 provide a Fire Command Panel in the Fire Command Center Room 

finished in architectural metal as scheduled in section 2.1.  Panel shall include individual car position 

indicators and car travel direction indicators, car on/off key switches, car-to-lobby key switches, 

interlocked Phase I Firefighters’ Service key switches, standby power selection features, power status 

indicator for each group, and by-pass loading indicator.  Locate in flush mounted panel with engraved 

operating instructions and labeling as required to satisfy the local Fire Department or other governing 

agency. 

 

1. Provide FSAE monitoring features as required, interfaced with fire alarm system. 

2. Provide any other control or alarm features required at the local Fire Department or other 

governing agency. 

B. Engrave and fill the panel stainless steel faceplate with operating instructions for all controls.   

C. Provide all conduit and wiring to the control panel.   

D. Incorporate the Intercom station in the panel as required.  

2.13 COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS  

A. Type 1: Hands-free Autodial telephone. 
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1. Provide, flush-mounted in car operating panel, with illuminating push-button, 2-way speaker and 

required visual and tactile signage.  Include line consolidator to allow up to ten elevator phones to 

be installed on a single phone line.  Where required by AHJ for car to machine room 

communication, include machine room communication unit. 

 

B. Type 2:  Intercommunication system backed up by Emergency Battery Operating System for all elevators 

shall be provided as part of this work.  Provide all wiring and conduits between elevators and the 

intercom stations.  The system shall contain the following stations: 

 

STATION 

LOCATION 

TYPE 

STATION SELECTION BUTTONS TO CALL 

Each  Machine 

Room 
Master 

Elevator Cars In That Group, Fire Command Panels, 

Lobby Station 

Lobby Station Master 
Elevator Machine Rooms, All Elevator Cars, Fire 

Command Center 

Fire Command 

Panel 
Master 

All Elevator Machine Rooms, All Elevator Cars, 

Lobby Station 

Elevator Cars Remote Fire Command Center Panel 

1. Basic Equipment:  The system shall contain the following equipment: 

 

a. A solid-state amplifier shall provide static-free voice transmission with adequate volume and 

a minimum of distortion at each station in the system.  Provide a preamplifier that is capable 

of receiving Muzak inputs.  Master stations shall contain the following: 

b. Speaker-microphone combination and a handset for two-way communication. 

c. Selection buttons for completing the circuits to enable communication with the master and 

remote stations as listed above.  When a selected button is depressed, continual reception 

from that station shall be maintained. 

d. A two-position talk-listen button:  Press to talk, release to listen. 

e. An “in use” light to be illuminated when any master station is being used. 

f. A reset button which when pushed shall reset the station selection buttons and extinguish the 

“in use” light, making the system available for use by any master station. 

g. A volume control knob to permit continual adjustment of incoming volume. 

h. A button to establish communications with all other stations in the elevator system 

simultaneously (fire command panels).   

i. A distress light consisting of a separate light fixture for each elevator, which shall be 

illuminated when the alarm button or emergency stop switch in the elevator car is actuated.  

This light shall be provided in the master station in the Fire Command Center panel and the 

lobby panel (selection switchable) panels only.  A buzzer shall sound whenever a distress 

light is illuminated. 
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j. Both the distress light and buzzer shall remain energized until the intercom selection button 

for that car has been depressed at the command center master station to indicate 

communication. 

k. Remote stations, one in each elevator car, shall consist of a microphone and speaker or 

transceiver-speaker combination located above the car dropped ceiling.  The car remote 

speakers shall be mounted in the car canopy and be equipped with a protective grille. 

l. Provide an illuminating intercom call button in each car. 

m. Provide a selection switch in the fire command center control panel for making the lobby 

control master intercom station active or inactive. 

n. Station Housings: 

 

i. The master station in the machine rooms shall be housed in a metal cabinet of baked 

enamel finish attached to the group lift supervisory control panel or wall mounted.  

Provide a handset with cord length capable of extending to each elevator controller. 

ii. The Fire Command Center and lobby control panel (if separated) master intercoms 

shall be provided with stainless steel faceplates with engraved and filled operating 

instructions. Coordinate faceplates and installation of units with the Console 

Manufacturer.  Provide each master station with handset or microphone and speaker 

grill as approved on submittal drawings. 
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PART 3 – EXECUTION 

3.1 SITE CONDITIONS AND INSPECTION 

A. Prior to beginning the installation of equipment, examine the hoistway and machine room areas and 

verify that no irregularities exist that would affect quality of execution of work as specified.  Particularly, 

note: 

 

1. Hoistway size and plumb. 

2. Support areas for brackets, beams, etc. 

3. Building and divider beams. 

4. Hoistway sill support provisions when required. 

5. Entrance rough openings. 

6. Embedments and inserts. 

B. Notify the General Contractor if any discrepancies exist in the building work that will prevent the 

installation of the elevator equipment. 

3.2 PRODUCT DELIVERY, STORAGE AND HANDLING 

A. Deliver materials in Manufacturer’s original, unopened protective packaging. 

B. Store materials in original protective packaging.  Prevent soiling, physical damage or wetting. 

C. Protect equipment and exposed finishes during transportation, erection and construction period against 

damage and stains. 

D. Store early delivery elevator equipment offsite until it is needed for installation at the jobsite. 

3.3 INSTALLATION 

A. Install each equipment item in accordance with accepted Manufacturer’s direction, referenced codes and 

specifications. 

B. Install machine room equipment with clearances complying with referenced codes and specifications. 

C. Install items so that they may be removed by portable hoists or other means for maintenance and/or 

repair. 

D. Install items so that access for maintenance is safe and readily available. 

E. Install equipment to afford maximum safety and continuity of operation after a seismic acceleration. 

F. Add equipment identification numerals. 

3.4 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 

A. Work at the jobsite will be checked during the course of installation.  Full cooperation with these 

Inspectors is mandatory.  Any corrective work they require shall be accomplished prior to performing 

further installation dependent upon or related to the required correction. 
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B. Have Code Authority acceptance inspection performed.  Verification that such tests have been 

completed, all corrective work accomplished and installation approved for issuance of a permit to operate 

shall be required before acceptance of any unit. 

3.5 ADJUSTMENTS 

A. Align guide rails vertically within Manufacturer’s specified tolerance.  Secure joints without gaps and 

file any irregularities to a smooth surface. 

B. Static balance cars after the final cab installations to equalize pressure of roller guide shoes on rails. 

C. Dynamically balance car and counterweight. 

D. Lubricate all equipment in accordance with Manufacturer’s instructions. 

E. Adjust motors, power converters, brakes, controllers, leveling switches, limit switches, stopping 

switches, door operators, interlocks and safety devices to achieve required performance levels. 

F. Fabricate and assemble the various parts in the shop insofar as practical to minimize field assembly.  

Parts which cannot be shop assembled or require close field fit shall be trial assembled in the shop and 

marked for field erection. 

3.6 CLEANUP AND TOUCHUP 

A. Keep work areas orderly and free from debris during progress of project. 

B. Remove all loose materials and filings resulting from this work from hoistway surfaces. 

C. Clean machine room equipment and floor of dirt, oil and grease. 

D. Clean hoistway, car, car enclosures, entrances, operating and signal fixtures, and trim of dirt, oil, grease 

and finger marks. 

E. Touchup all minor scratches, dings or imperfections in finished materials and painted surfaces that are 

exposed to public view. 

3.7 ACCEPTANCE INSPECTIONS AND TEST 

A. Furnish personnel, equipment and instruments to perform required tests. 

B. Final acceptance of the installation shall be made after Manufacturer's field quality control inspections, 

ride quality measurements and Authority Having Jurisdiction tests are complete. The following shall then 

be reviewed: 

 

1. Workmanship and equipment for compliance with specification. 

2. Contract speed, capacity and floor-to-floor performance compliance with specification. 

3. Performance of following: 

 

a. Starting, accelerating, running. 

b. Decelerating, leveling, stopping. 
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c. Door operation and closing force. 

d. Fixture operation 

e. Intercom operation 

f. Overall ride quality 

C. Ride Quality: Provide ride quality measurements taken to demonstrate compliance to the specification. 

D. Should these reviews identify any defects or poor workmanship, any code variance or any variance from 

these specifications; repair, replacement or adjustment and retesting shall be made at no additional 

expense. 

3.8 OWNER’S PERSONNEL TRAINING 

A. Provide all required training information, videos, manuals, training classes, and personnel to adequately 

inform Owner’s personnel on how to operate all of the elevator interface functions and controls. 

3.9 WARRANTY INSPECTION 

A. At least 30 days prior to warranty expiration, schedule final inspection and retest with Owner’s 

Representative.  Requirements shall include close examination of all equipment. 

B. Replace, repair or adjust any equipment found defective and covered by warranty prior to expiration of 

warranty period. 

 

END OF SECTION 




